EXHIBIT 5
Islamic State urges Baltimore rioters to join them... because they have 'an equal society'

BRUTAL terrorist organisation Islamic State is trying to recruit angry Baltimore rioters by promising them a 'racially equal society'.

By ROB VIRTUE

Islamic State is urging Baltimore rioters to join them. The bloodthirsty group, which has stunned the world for its filmed beheadings and abuse of non-Muslims, is looking to capitalise on growing racial tension in the American city by claiming there is "no difference between black and white" in their society.

Jihadists have taken to Twitter to tell the rioters - violently protesting over the death of Freddie Gray in police custody - "ISLAMIC STATE is your solution!!" and "In Islamic religion and Islamic state #IS is no difference between black person and white person".

It is not the first time the extremists have attempted to tempt disaffected black Americans to join them.

IS supporters are urging rioters to join their 'equal society'
IG
In Islamic religion and Islamic state #IS is no difference between black person and white person

Islamic State supporter's tweet
The riots in Ferguson last year prompted a flurry of tweets from supporters of the terrorist group urging a greater uprising against the United States.

Anger erupted in Baltimore, Maryland, on the east coast of America, at the weekend following the death of 25-year-old Mr. Gray on April 12.

He had been arrested by police after allegedly being caught with a knife.

He died in police custody from severe injuries to his spinal cord and larynx.

A protest over Mr. Gray's death turned violent on Saturday and anger has continued into this week with at least 15 police officers injured, as well as incidents of arson and looting.

GETTY
Rioters in Baltimore have been attacking police and looting buildings. A state of emergency has been declared and a curfew ordered.

President Barack Obama said yesterday those behind the violence "should be treated like criminals".
"This has been a slow-rolling crisis," he added. "This has been going on for a long time. This is not new. And we shouldn't pretend that it's new.

GETTY
President Obama has admitted the situation in Baltimore is at crisis point "It would require everybody saying this is important, this is significant, and that we don't just pay attention to these communities when a CVS (pharmacy) burns and we don't just pay attention when a young man gets shot or has his spine snapped."

Related articles
Baltimore riots: Fires, violence and looting as police declare emergency and order curfew Rioting Baltimore boy's mother smacks him over the head – and police tell parents to copy Ferguson Horror: Men in truck 'randomly fire into crowd of protesters'
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Yes, do go. I expect you wont be missed.
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